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Tiny Bee HD - The small bee now in XXL
Published on 06/09/12
Nurogames introduces Tiny Bee HD 1.0 for iPad. In Tiny Bee HD the player takes control of
a tiny worker bee that has an important mission: the beehive has to be supplied with food
before the menacing rainclouds arrive. Unfortunately the winter was very harsh and flying
is still a very difficult business for a weakened bee. Thankfully the world is full of
convenient hills, which are useful for accelerating. The player makes her slide down the
hills, gain speed and then the honeybee will glide.
Cologne, Germany - After the success of Tiny Bee for iPhone and Android the popular tiny
buzzer is now available for Apple's iPad, larger and more beautiful than ever before. The
highly defined graphics, the funny sounds and the brilliant gameplay use the technical
capabilities of the iPad optimally. This will make a large impression on the player and
will offer a great and fun experience for both the young and the young at heart.
In Tiny Bee HD the player takes control of a tiny worker bee that has an important
mission: the beehive has to be supplied with food before the menacing rainclouds arrive.
Unfortunately the winter was very harsh and flying is still a very difficult business for
a weakened bee. Thankfully the world is full of convenient hills, which are useful for
accelerating. The player makes her slide down the hills, gain speed and then the honeybee
will glide. It has to be ensured that she lands smooth and collects as much honey and
pollen as possible on the way. Exciting tasks are waiting in each level. Tiny Bee is about
to speed up to an incredibly pace!
The player fights his way through many exciting levels and shares the highscore with his
friends via OpenFeint. Only the best bees reach for the top of the leader boards. The
user-friendly on-screen control and the beautiful graphics guarantee entertainment at
every place and every time. The app is available for the low price of 1.59 Euro / 1.99 $.
We wish you a good flight!
Features:
* easy handling
* endless mode
* 20 level
* 15 tasks
* 12 achievements
* OpenFeint support
* and much more...
Device Requirements:
* iOS 4.0 or later
* Compatible with iPad
* 15.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Tiny Bee HD 1.0 is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Nurogames :
http://nurogames.com
Tiny Bee HD 1.0:
http://nurogames.com/index.php/tiny-bee
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Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/tiny-bee-hd/id518647493
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jQ9qo553fc
Screenshots:
http://nurogames.com/index.php/screenshots-ipad
App Icon:
http://nurogames.com/tl_files/Projectscreenshots/screenshots_tinybee/TinyBeeHD_icon.png

Nurogames GmbH is a young independent Games Development company, founded in early 2006 by
practiced experts of the games and media industry. Next to our head office in Cologne,
Germany we maintain representative offices in Barcelona and Berlin. Copyright (C)
2006-2012 Nurogames All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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